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About This Content

Old School Modern 2 was created to help you achieve the nostalgic ambiance of the retro pixel design.

With a focus on characters and battlers, this add-on pack expands the variety of resources offered by Old School pack. NPC
characters fit into the modern world, playing roles that range from an army soldiers to football cheerleaders. Monsters come in
classic varieties, from beasts and insects to vampires and zombies. There are a few surprise monsters sprinkled into the mix -

such as a carnivore toilet and a monster-in-the-trashcan. Lastly, this pack features a TileB overworld, a much needed piece that
can be used to create world maps.

This pack contains:

Old school style reminiscent of games like Pokemon and Earthbound.

12 full character sheets. That means 96 character sprites!

79 pixel battlers.

Character and battlers match up, allowing you to create realistic touch encounters.

TileB overworld, with details to match the Old School 1 tiles.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Old School Modern Graphics Pack 2
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
finalbossblues
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution

Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian
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A small pack featuring a bit more of a nostalgic late-8bit to early-16bit era feel. Definitely requires other assets, and is meant to
just add a small bit of that flavor. As the title suggests, best suited for a modern scenario.. Very nice pack that goes with the first
Old School Modern Resource Pack. Good if you want to make a light-hearted adventure game.. I finally have both packs, and I
gotta say. I really enjoy them.. Get this on sale; get this as a requirement with the first Old Scool Modern Pack. If you don't you
will feel underwhelmed. It's charming I give it that much, but you will need to place extra effort if you want more than what
they offer alone and perhaps to mod them to make it with winter like environments.

If you want more detail I posted a review with the first pack as well. That's about it.

Just be sure to say "fuzzy pickles".
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